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Practical, down-to-earth, explicit and funny, Hot Sex is the must have sex and relationships book for

every woman and man. Hot Sex is an easy-to-follow guide that cuts straight to the nitty gritty to

deliver candid advice and a healthy dose of humour. Packed with tips and techniques that work, Hot

Sex includes everything from a blow-by-blow, step-by-step to oral sex, to finding and figuring out

your G-spot. Whether you're a beginner or an old hand, get into Hot Sex - the only how-to that really

tells you how to do it!
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This book is an amazing book for anyone who's ever "wondered" things about sex! This book

answers all your questions! It has great statistics hidden all over inside, and covered all the areas of

sex, from masturbation to birth control, oral, orgasm, technique, and positions! (and more!) This is a

definate way to help you and your lover get over your "shyness" and talk openly about your

fantasies, and a great way to spice up your sex life! If you ever had any questions you were just to

afraid to ask, here are your answers!

A brilliant book. It explains the basics behind sex with loads of facts and figures and loads of stories

from 'normal' people. It's a great bed-time read, and you can dip in and out as you choose. It's got

loads of ideas from the very basic to the more bizarre to help spice up your love life, or just to solve

any problems that may arise. It's great to know you're not alone! It's written in just the right tone -



educational, amusing and not at all patronising - an absolute must-read for anyone whether your in

a relationship or not.

This book gives a lot practical and accurate info - a lot of stuff I already knew, but it's good to see it

explained in detail (and my boyfriend needed to read it, anyway). I highly recommend it to people

who want to open up communication and improve their sex life. Some of the birth control info isn't

100% accurate (such as saying the cervical cap isn't good for people prone to UTIs, it's just the

opposite), but she seems to have a handle on most of the sexual pleasure info.

Wonderful boook! Tracey Cox knows her stuff. I bought the book and left it for my husband to look

at, thiinking he wouldn't...but he did and I was pleasantly surprised at some of the things that

interested him. We're on our way from a hum-drum sex life to something spicier.

This is a great book. You don't find "sophisticated" terms. Tracey uses layman terms which can be

understood easily. For those who are still think that G-spot is the only place for your partner to reach

climax, get this book and learn another spot.

This book is not what you may think it is. This is not a book about anatomy, positions, techniques,

relationships or seduction. It is all about sex. It gives honest, down to earth answers to a lot of

questions and issues that an average person might have with sex. If you're adventurous, try reading

this in a public place. I read my copy on the train commuting to and from work. :)

A visually stunning book that is more coffee table than reference book. Yet it still manages to be

informative and fun to a degree that so few of these genre of books ever are, as it maintains a level

of lightheartednesss where appropriate. I loved lines like "a mouthful of spunk has the same amount

of protein as an average sized pork chop". Brilliant.It also doesn't frighten it's readers by over

intellectualizing sex, instead keeping it both real and accessible to all. It deals with sexual problems

with both sensitivity and an understanding that offers geniune and new ways out of the darkness.It

has REALLY improved mine and my girlfriends sex lifes no end.

Must have is not enough.. this is a got to have - can't live without - all you ever wanted to know but

were too stupid to ask - book. Hints, tips, how-to's, relationship do's & don'ts, positions, advice (from

serious to fun), it's all in there. I own a LOT of books about sex (hey, I..um..like to read) and this is,



by far the best. Well organized, well written, erotic & silly all at the same time. (Should mention that I

own the hardcover, not sure if it's different.)
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